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ABSTRACT: Understanding the interplay between intrinsic molecular chirality and
chirality of the bonding footprint is crucial in exploiting enantioselectivity at surfaces. As
such, achiral glycine and chiral alanine are the most obvious candidates if one is to study
this interplay on different surfaces. Here, we have investigated the adsorption of glycine on
Cu{311} using reflection−absorption infrared spectroscopy, low-energy electron
diffraction, temperature-programmed desorption, and first-principles density-functional
theory. This combination of techniques has allowed us to accurately identify the molecular
conformations present under different conditions and discuss the overlayer structure in the
context of the possible bonding footprints. We have observed coverage-dependent local
symmetry breaking, with three-point bonded glycinate moieties forming an achiral
arrangement at low coverages, and chirality developing with the presence of two-point
bonded moieties at high coverages. Comparison with previous work on the self-assembly of
simple amino acids on Cu{311} and the structurally similar Cu{110} surface has allowed us
to rationalize the different conditions necessary for the formation of ordered chiral overlayers.

■ INTRODUCTION

The study of chirality at metal single-crystal surfaces has
relevance to a broad range of applications including
biocompatibility, biosensors, and enantioselective heteroge-
neous catalysis.1 Work is not limited to the behavior of
adsorbed chiral molecules on high-symmetry surfaces and
ranges from the chiral self-organization of simple achiral
molecules on achiral surfaces, to the enantiospecific restructur-
ing of intrinsically chiral surfaces induced by chiral
adsorbates.1,2 With their low reactivity, copper surfaces provide
ideal substrates on which to study the propagation of chirality
from the molecular level to the mesoscopic level and the
formation of long-range chiral networks. In recent years, the
behavior of several simple amino acids on the low-index
Cu{100} and Cu{110} surfaces has been studied exten-
sively.3−22 These include the simplest chiral amino acid, alanine
(H2NCH(CH3)COOH), and glycine (H2NCH2COOH),
which is unique among protein-forming α-amino acids because
it is achiral.
Recently, the strong structural relationship between face-

centered cubic (fcc) Cu{110} and Cu{311} surfaces has been
recognized,23,24 and the potential for comparison between the
behavior of amino acids on these two surfaces has begun to be
exploited.2,25,26 As can be seen in Figure 1, the unreconstructed
Cu{110} and Cu{311} surfaces both have linear chains of
close-packed top-layer atoms separated by steps, although the
spacing of the close-packed rows is greater for Cu{311} (4.23
as opposed to 3.61). In addition to the larger surface unit cell,
the registry of adjacent close-packed rows differs on the two

surfaces, with a primitive rectangular surface unit cell existing
for Cu{110}, but not for Cu{311}.
This difference alters the possible bonding footprints

(defined according to the surface atoms to which the molecule
bonds)2 that can be adopted by adsorbing α-amino acids;
comparison of the bonding configurations adopted and the
ordered overlayers formed on the two surfaces will, therefore,
provide insight into the effect of small changes in surface
structure and symmetry on the behavior of adsorbed species.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagrams of the unreconstructed Cu(110) (left)
and Cu(311) (right) surfaces. Key crystallographic directions are
indicated on both surfaces, as are basis vectors, a1 and a2, defining
primitive surface unit cells.
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We have previously explored the self-assembly of alanine on
Cu{311}25 and compared its behavior to that reported on
Cu{110}.3,13,15−19 A significant difference relates to the
formation of ordered phases on the two surfaces: whereas an
ordered structure readily forms at 300 K on Cu{311}, ordered
structures are only seen on Cu{110} after high-temperature
annealing, emphasizing the effect that different bonding
footprints can have on molecular self-assembly.
Here we report an experimental and computational

investigation of the behavior of glycine on Cu{311}. Although
glycine is structurally similar to alanine, the absence of
molecular chirality makes comparison of its behavior on
Cu{110} and Cu{311} insightful, as it allows us to focus on
the impact of the bonding footprint. Using temperature-
programmed desorption (TPD), low-energy electron diffrac-
tion (LEED), reflection−absorption infrared spectroscopy
(RAIRS), and first-principles density functional theory
(DFT), we have elucidated the preparation conditions leading
to different phases, and the bonding configurations adopted by
the adsorbed species within them. This has allowed us to
compare the behavior of glycine and alanine on Cu{311} and
rationalize the similarities and differences to the behavior of the
same adsorbates on Cu{110} by considering the different
surface structures in the two cases.

■ EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION DETAILS
The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) chamber with base pressure around of 1 × 10−10 mbar,
using a Cu crystal with dimensions of 15 × 10 × 1 mm, cut to
within 0.1° of the {311} plane and polished to a roughness of
less than 0.03 μm. The surface was prepared with cycles of
argon ion sputtering and annealing at 850 K, until a sharp (1 ×
1) LEED pattern was observed. Unless otherwise stated, during
experiments the Cu{311} surface temperature was 300 K.
Glycine was dosed by resistively heating a capillary tube filled
with glycine to around 340 K. Exposure values (in langmuir; 1
L = 10−6 Torr s = 1.33 × 10−6 mbar s) were calculated from the
pressure rise in the chamber (monitored with a hot-filament
ionization gauge); a dosing pressure of 3 × 10−9 mbar was used
unless otherwise stated. TPD data were obtained using a
quadrupole mass spectrometer to monitor the partial pressures
of the most significant fragments in the cracking pattern while
increasing the temperature of the crystal at a rate of 0.5 K s−1.
LEED patterns were obtained at a very low incident beam
energy, 19 eV, in order to prevent electron beam damage, to
which amino acid overlayers are sensitive. RAIR spectra were
obtained as the sum of 400 scans, at a resolution of 4 cm−1,
using a Mattson RS2 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectrometer and external mercury cadmium telluride (MCT)
detector; each sample spectrum was ratioed against a
background obtained from the clean surface prior to dosing
glycine. Where the effect of higher temperatures on the RAIR
spectrum or LEED pattern was being studied, the crystal was
annealed for 2 min at a higher temperature, then cooled back to
300 K before obtaining the data.
DFT calculations were performed using the CASTEP

code,27,28 at the generalized gradient approximation level of
theory with the Perdew Burke Ernzerhof exchange-correlation
functional.29 The plane wave basis set was expanded to a 360
eV energy cutoff and reciprocal space was sampled with a (3 ×
3 × 1) Monkhorst−Pack k-point grid.30 Electron−ion
interactions were included within the ultrasoft pseudopotential
scheme,31 and van der Waals interactions were accounted for

with the dispersion force correction methodology developed by
Tkatchenko and Scheffler.32 The force tolerance for the
structural calculations was set to 0.04 eV−1, while the electronic
energy was minimized up to a tolerance of 10−7 eV. Phonon
spectra were calculated via the finite displacement method,33 as
we have described previously.25 Our calculations assume in-
phase motion between one unit cell and the next (i.e., we
calculate only the zone-center phonon modes), but this is
entirely appropriate for comparison with RAIRS experiments.
Calculated frequencies were multiplied by scaling factors of
0.99 (below 1800 cm−1) and 0.96 (above 1800 cm−1) to
incorporate the effects of anharmonicity.34 Assignment of
particular displacement patterns to local-mode descriptions
(e.g., carboxylate symmetric stretching, amine scissoring etc.)
was achieved by visual inspection.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows TPD data obtained after dosing 6 L glycine at a
Cu{311} surface temperature of 100 K. Two peaks are present,

at around 320 and 500 K. Cracking of the parent ion in the
mass spectrometer means that it has never been observed at
significant levels in this system; however, comparison of the
relative peak areas of different fragments at the two
temperatures (and while dosing glycine) indicates the nature
of the desorbing species. The ratio of the peak areas of the
different fragments at 320 K is very similar to that observed
while dosing; this suggests that the desorbing species leave the
surface in a similar form to that in which they arrived and so the
peak corresponds to desorption of the physisorbed glycine
multilayer. Relative to the peak area of the m/z = 44 (CO2

+)
fragment, that of m/z = 2 (H2

+) is reproducibly 6× larger at
500 K than at 320 K; likewise, the relative area of the m/z = 30
(H4CN

+) peak decreases to 1/20 of the size at 500 K,
compared to at 320 K. These changes suggest that dissociation
of the chemisorbed monolayer occurs prior to desorption. TPD
data obtained after dosing glycine at 300 K (Figure S-1 of the

Figure 2. TPD data obtained at 0.5 K s−1 after dosing 6 L glycine at 3
× 10−9 mbar and 100 K.
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Supporting Information) show no peak at 320 K, indicating
that only a monolayer forms at this dosing temperature.
Figure 3 shows the development of the RAIR spectrum with

increasing exposures of glycine at 300 K. Amino acids can exist

in neutral, anionic, cationic and zwitterionic forms, depending
on the protonation of the amine and carboxylic acid groups.
The absence of a significant absorption due to the carbonyl
stretch in neutral species, reported at 1723 cm−1 in multilayer
spectra after dosing glycine onto Cu{110} at 85 K,4 and
observed at 1716 cm−1 in spectra obtained on Cu{311} at 100
K (Figure S-2 of the Supporting Information), indicates that
the carboxylic acid group of glycine deprotonates on adsorption
at 300 K.
Whether the amine group is protonated is more difficult to

evaluate. Our RAIR spectra exhibit inconsistency in the infrared
baseline above 3000 cm−1 (due to ice accumulation in the
liquid nitrogen-cooled detector); the apparent absence of
amine stretching modes (in the region 3250−3450 cm−1) after
dosing glycine at 300 K may be a consequence of this, or of the
nature and orientation of the adsorbed species. As a vibrational
mode will only absorb infrared radiation if its dynamic dipole
moment has a nonzero component perpendicular to the
surface,35 the amine stretching modes would not be expected to
have measurable intensity if the plane defined by the nitrogen
and hydrogen atoms of the unprotonated amine group is close
to parallel to the surface. In the RAIR spectra reported after
dosing glycine on Cu{110} at 300 K, the amine stretching
modes are similarly not present;4 here, nitrogen 1s X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy has suggested that the amine group
remains unprotonated,6 and this conclusion has been supported
by near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure, X-ray emission
spectroscopy, and photoelectron diffraction data.5−7 Given the
significant similarity between the RAIR spectra on the two
surfaces, adsorption on Cu{311} in the anionic glycinate form
appears most likely.
Figure 4 shows the LEED patterns observed from the clean

Cu{311} surface and with glycine exposures of 1 and 4 L at 300

K. At low exposures, additional sharp spots develop, indicating
the presence of an ordered overlayer (the precise nature of
which will be discussed subsequently); above 1 L, the spots
become streaked. The development of both the LEED pattern
and the RAIR spectrum therefore indicate that the monolayer
that forms on dosing glycine onto Cu{311} at this temperature
exhibits two distinct phases: a low-coverage phase is observed at
exposures below around 1 L, with a high-coverage phase
apparent at higher doses.

Low-Coverage Phase. We performed geometry optimiza-
tion calculations for isolated glycinate (within a (3,3;−1,1) unit
cell, a coverage of (1/6) ML), using a range of starting
geometries (Figure S-6 of the Supporting Information), in
order to ascertain the most stable bonding configuration at very
low coverages. Figure 5 shows three optimized geometries: (a),

(b), and (c) are the lowest energy conformations for isolated
three-point (μ3) bonded glycinate (in which the nitrogen atom
and both oxygen atoms bond to surface atoms), two-point (μ2)
bonded glycinate (in which the nitrogen atom and only one
oxygen atom bond to the surface), and carboxylate-bonded
glycinate (in which both oxygen atoms bond to the surface, but
the nitrogen atom does not), respectively. These were the three
bonding configurations proposed for glycinate on Cu{110} by
Barlow et al.4 μ3-Bonded glycinate is calculated to be most
stable, with μ2- and carboxylate-bonded glycinate less stable by
209 and 627 meV, respectively.
Compared to the clean-surface LEED pattern (Figure 4a),

the low-coverage pattern (Figure 4b) shows additional sharp
spots. Due to the low beam energy at which the LEED patterns
must be obtained, few spots can be observed: Figure 6
illustrates the diffraction pattern schematically, with the basis
vectors defining the reciprocal-space unit cells of the clean
surface, a1* and a2*, and of the surface after dosing 1 L glycine,

Figure 3. RAIR spectra obtained with increasing exposures of glycine
at 3 × 10−9 mbar and 300 K.

Figure 4. LEED patterns obtained at 19 eV from the clean Cu{311}
surface, and at exposures of 1 and 4 L of glycine at 3 × 10−9 mbar and
300 K.

Figure 5. Lowest-energy geometries calculated for isolated (a) μ3-
bonded, (b) μ2-bonded, and (c) carboxylate-bonded glycinate (in
(3,3;−1,1) unit cells). The numbers give the energy difference (in eV)
relative to the lowest-energy structure, with those in brackets not
including van der Waals contributions.
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b1* and b2*, shown. By inspection of Figure 6, it is evident that
b1* = (1/3)(2a1* − a2*) and b2* = (1/3)(−a1* + 2a2*). The
reciprocal-space unit cell of the surface can therefore be
described by the matrix ((2/3),−(1/3);−(1/3), (2/3)); the
matrix describing the real-space overlayer arrangement (the
inverse transpose of the reciprocal-space matrix) is (2,1;1,2),
indicating a repeat unit containing three outer-level surface
atoms. Identical overlayer arrangements are also observed on
Cu{311} at low exposures of L-alanine2,25 and racemic
alanine.26

We therefore also performed geometry optimization
calculations for glycinate within a (2,1;1,2) unit cell (a coverage
of (1/3) ML), using a range of starting geometries (Figure S-7
of the Supporting Information). Figure 7 shows three

optimized geometries: (a), (b), and (c) are the lowest energy
conformations in (2,1;1,2) arrangements for μ3-, μ2-, and
carboxylate-bonded glycinate, respectively. μ3-Bonded glycinate
is again calculated to be most stable, with (2,1;1,2) μ2- and
carboxylate-bonded glycinate less stable by 167 and 834 meV,
respectively. Using the lowest-energy (2,1;1,2) structure
(shown in Figure 7 a), we calculated vibrational frequencies
for μ3-bonded glycinate; these are shown in Table 1, in
addition to mode assignments made by visual inspection of the

calculated vibrations, and the frequencies of the absorptions
present in the experimental low-exposure RAIR spectra.
Comparison with the calculated frequencies allows assignment
of the absorptions in the experimental data.
The development of intense peaks at 1414 and 1097 cm−1

characterizes the low-exposure RAIR spectra. The absorption at
1414 cm−1 corresponds to the vibration calculated for μ3-
bonded glycinate at 1421 cm−1, most closely resembling the
scissoring deformation of the methylene group, δs(CH2), and
symmetric stretching of the carboxylate group, νs(CO2). The
presence of this absorption is consistent with the glycinate
adopting a conformation similar to the calculated structure:
both of the contributing modes have nonzero components
perpendicular to the surface as long as the principal axes of the
two groups are not parallel to the surface. The absorption at
1097 cm−1 corresponds to the vibration calculated at 1093
cm−1, resembling wagging of the amine group, ω(NH2), which
has a large component of its dynamic dipole moment
perpendicular to the surface, and a bending mode of the
upper methylene hydrogen atom, δ(CHup), which is largely
parallel to the surface.
Four additional peaks develop at 2902, 1335, 1018, and 960

cm−1. These are assigned, respectively, to antisymmetric
stretching of the methylene group, νa(CH2); to a combination
of wagging of the methylene group, ω(CH2), symmetric

Figure 6. Spots present in the LEED patterns from the clean surface
(dots) and after dosing 1 L glycine (crosses). The spots that can be
seen on the screen at a beam energy of 19 eV are indicated in green.
The basis vectors defining the reciprocal-space unit cells of the clean
surface, a1* and a2*, and of the low-coverage phase, b1* and b2*, are
marked, as are the indices of the integer-order spots.

Figure 7. Lowest-energy geometries calculated for (a) μ3-bonded, (b)
μ2-bonded, and (c) carboxylate-bonded glycinate in (2,1;1,2) unit
cells. The numbers give the energy difference (in eV) relative to the
lowest-energy structure, with those in brackets not including van der
Waals contributions (in which case, the lowest-energy μ3-bonded
geometry changes; see Figure S-7 of the Supporting Information).

Table 1. Calculated Vibrational Frequencies and
Corresponding Mode Assignments of μ3-Bonded Glycinate
in a (2,1;1,2) Arrangement and of Isolated μ2-Bonded
Glycinate and Frequencies of the Absorptions Present in the
Experimental Low- and High-Exposure RAIR Spectraa

calcd frequency
(cm−1) assignment

exp frequency
(cm−1)

μ3 μ2 0.9 L 4 L
3399 3446 νa(NH2)
3296 3346 νs(NH2)
2965 2941 νa(CH2) 2902 2902
2834 2822 νs(CH2) 2860 2856

1668 ν(CO) 1628
1581 νa(CO2) + δs(NH2) 1574 1576
1529 δs(NH2) + νa(CO2)

1520 δs(NH2)
1446 δs(CH2)

1421 δs(CH2) + νs(CO2)
[+ ν(CC) + τ(NH2)]

1414 1416

1395 νs(CO2) + δs(CH2)
[+ ν(CC) + τ(NH2)]

1376 ν(CC) + ω(CH2)
[+ νs(CO2) + τ(NH2)]

1331 ω(CH2) + νs(CO2) + τ(NH2) 1335 1335
1315

1275 ν(C−O) + δ(CHup) [+ τ(NH2)]
1273 1241 τ(CH2) + τ(NH2)

1176
1161 1140 τ(NH2) + δ(CHdown)

1136
1093 1083 ω(NH2) + τ(CH2) 1097 1097
1031 1015 ν(CN) 1018 1018
943 946 ω(CCN) [+ ρ(CH2) + ω(NH2)] 960 960

aAdditional calculated vibrational modes that lie outside the region
where infrared absorptions can be detected in our experimental
apparatus (the baseline is unstable at frequencies below 900 cm−1) are
not included.
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stretching of the carboxylate group and twisting of the amine
group, τ(NH2); to stretching of the C−N bond, ν(CN); and to
a wagging-like deformation of the C−C−N backbone,
ω(CCN).
Two weak absorptions are observed in the low-coverage

phase, at 2860 and 1574 cm−1. The peak at 2860 cm−1 is
assigned to the symmetric stretching vibration of the methylene
group, νs(CH2), calculated at 2834 cm−1. That this absorption
is much less intense than that due to the analogous
antisymmetric stretch may provide support for the principal
axis of the methylene group being close to parallel to the
surface. The peak at 1574 cm−1 corresponds to the vibration
calculated at 1581 cm−1, resembling antisymmetric stretching of
the carboxylate group, νa(CO2), and scissoring of the amine
group, δs(NH2). The weakness of this absorption and the
absence of any absorption due to the visually similar vibration
calculated at 1529 cm−1 are as expected for glycinate adopting
μ3 bonding configurations, in which the two oxygen atoms are
approximately equidistant from the surface, and consequently,
the dynamic dipole moment of the carboxylate antisymmetric
stretching mode is parallel to the surface, as is the dynamic
dipole moment of the amine scissoring deformation.
In addition to the amine stretching modes (calculated for μ3-

bonded glycinate at 3399 and 3269 cm−1) discussed previously,
three further vibrations calculated between 3400 and 900 cm−1

are not observed in the low-exposure experimental spectra. The
vibrations calculated at 1273 and 1161 cm−1 resemble twisting
of the amine group, combined with twisting of the methylene
group, τ(CH2), and bending of the lower methylene hydrogen
atom, δ(CHdown), respectively. Neither of these vibrations has a
significant component of its dynamic dipole moment
perpendicular to the surface, so their absence from the
experimental spectra is consistent with the glycinate adopting
the conformation shown in Figure 7a. By contrast, the peak
calculated at 1395 cm−1 is visually similar to that calculated at
1421 cm−1; in both cases, scissoring of the methylene group
and symmetric stretching of the carboxylate group are expected
to have nonzero components perpendicular to the surface. The
most plausible explanation for the absence of a clear peak at
around 1395 cm−1 is that this is hidden by the large peak at
1414 cm−1; the small shoulder at around 1400 cm−1, which is
most apparent at low exposures, may correspond to the
vibration calculated at 1395 cm−1.
High-Coverage Phase. At glycine exposures above 1 L at a

Cu{311} surface temperature of 300 K, the LEED pattern
becomes streaked in two mirror-image directions, as seen in
Figure 4c. Simultaneously, an intense absorption develops in
the RAIR spectra at 1628 cm−1; no peak is seen close to this
frequency in the low-coverage phase, or in the calculations of
μ3-bonded glycinate in a (2,1;1,2) arrangement. Species are
now adopting a different bonding configuration: based on the
energies of the calculated structures shown in Figures 5 and 7, a
μ2 bonding configuration (in which one oxygen atom remains
detached from the surface) is most likely.
To assign the peaks that develop in the high-exposure RAIR

spectra, we have calculated the vibrational frequencies of
isolated μ2-bonded glycinate in the calculated lowest-energy
conformation (shown in Figure 5b). Isolated species were
considered in order to avoid unjustified assumptions about
unknown nearest-neighbor configurations and interactions;
unlike in the low-coverage phase, the streaked LEED pattern
suggests that the overlayer lacks long-range order, and STM
data indicate that the adsorbed species are likely to experience

different local environments.26 The presence of adjacent species
will undoubtedly alter the precise conformation of the glycinate
moiety: Whereas in our calculated structures, the carboxylate
oxygen atom bonds to a bridge site, an atop position (which
allows the μ2-bonded moiety to occupy only two surface
atoms) appears more likely in the high-coverage overlayer. In
addition, our calculations for isolated species neglect the
contribution of intermolecular hydrogen bonding. However,
the development of the RAIR spectrum in the high-coverage
phase is very similar to that previously reported with glycine
and alanine on Cu{110}3,4 and with alanine on Cu{311};25 in
all three cases, this development was assigned to the presence
of μ2-bonded moieties. The similarity of the RAIR spectra
therefore supports our use of a μ2 bonding configuration. Table
1 shows our calculated frequencies and the corresponding
mode assignments, in addition to the frequencies of the
absorptions in the experimental high-exposure RAIR spectra.
The absorption at 1628 cm−1 is assigned to the vibration

calculated at 1668 cm−1, resembling a stretching vibration of
the carboxylate group in μ2-bonded glycinate. For glycinate on
Cu{110}, a peak is present at high coverages at 1630 cm−1; this
has been assigned to antisymmetric stretching of the
carboxylate group in μ2-bonded species.4 However, based on
our theoretical calculations (and analogous to our previous
calculations for μ2-bonded alaninate on Cu{311}),25 it appears
that the two C−O bonds exhibit significantly different lengths:
that to the surface-bound oxygen atom is 1.31, typical of a C−
O single bond,36 whereas that to the oxygen atom not bonded
to the surface is 1.23, closer to the value expected for a CO
double bond.36 Furthermore, the vibration calculated at 1668
cm−1 appears to be localized on the CO bond. This therefore
suggests that, although the frequency differs significantly to the
1716 cm−1 at which the carbonyl stretch in neutral species is
observed in multilayer spectra on Cu{311} (see SI), assignment
of the absorption at 1628 cm−1 to a CO stretching mode,
ν(CO), is most accurate.
The extent to which the RAIR spectrum changes at high

exposures is dependent on the glycine dosing pressure (Figure
S-3 of the Supporting Information): at higher pressure, the
absorption due to the CO stretching mode is more intense,
suggesting that more μ2-bonded species are present in the
overlayer. Figure 8c shows the difference between the high-
exposure RAIR spectrum obtained after dosing 16 L glycine at
1 × 10−8 mbar, Figure 8b, and that at the upper limit of the
low-coverage phase, Figure 8a, emphasizing the changes that
occur in the high-coverage phase. The absorptions already
present at 1097, 1018, and 960 cm−1 (assigned, respectively, to
wagging of the amine group and bending of the upper
methylene hydrogen atom, to stretching of the C−N bond, and
to a wagging-like deformation of the C−C−N backbone)
broaden and decrease in maximum intensity, most markedly in
the case of the 1097 cm−1 peak, with additional subpeaks
seemingly developing at 1176 and 1136 cm−1. The broadening
and intensity decreases of the peaks can be attributed to a
combination of factors: first, although visually very similar
vibrations to those to which the original peaks were assigned
(calculated for μ3-bonded glycinate at 1093, 1031, and 943
cm−1) are also observed for μ2-bonded species, the frequencies
differ slightly (calculated at 1083, 1015, and 946 cm−1

respectively); in addition, there may be a reduction in the
number of μ3-bonded species present, if some of those
previously adsorbed convert to μ2 bonding configurations in
order to allow the total coverage to increase above (1/3) ML;
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finally, some μ3-bonded species may now adopt a slightly
different conformation (for example, a different orientation of
the C−C−N backbone), which may also change their
vibrational frequencies and reduce the component of the
dynamic dipole moment of some vibrations perpendicular to
the surface. It is also possible that the peaks that develop at
1176 and 1136 cm−1 contain contributions from the vibration
resembling twisting of the amine group and bending of the
lower methylene hydrogen atom parallel to the surface,
calculated for isolated μ2-bonded species at 1140 cm−1;
however, as this mode’s dynamic dipole moment is only
expected to have a small component perpendicular to the
surface, this seems unlikely.
Figure 8c also shows a significant increase in infrared

absorption at 1425 cm−1 in the high-coverage phase. Initially, it
may appear likely that this peak corresponds to the vibration
calculated for μ2-bonded glycinate at 1446 cm−1, assigned as
the scissoring deformation of the methylene group. However,
with the principal axis of the methylene group tilted to be close
to parallel to the surface, this vibration would be expected to
have a very small component perpendicular to the surface. In
addition, in work reported on Cu{110}, where the absorption
frequencies generally match those on Cu{311} to within a few
wavenumbers, a significant absorption develops at 1441 cm−1 at
high coverages of glycinate.4 The most plausible explanation for
these observations is that the principal axis of the methylene
group is closer to perpendicular to the surface in μ2-bonded
glycinate on Cu{110} than on Cu{311}, and consequently, the
scissoring deformation of the methylene group is only observed
on Cu{110}. The increase in absorption at 1425 cm−1 in the
high-coverage phase on Cu{311} may result from a small
broadening in the peak seen at 1414 cm−1 in the low-coverage
phase, due to a reorientation of some of the μ3-bonded species
in the increasingly crowded overlayer.
Figure 8c shows an increase in infrared absorption in the

high-coverage phase at 2922 cm−1 and a decrease at 2900 cm−1.

Clearly these changes relate to the antisymmetric and
symmetric stretching modes of the methylene group, calculated
at 2965 and 2834 cm−1, respectively, for μ3-bonded glycinate,
and at 2941 and 2822 cm−1, respectively, for isolated μ2-
bonded species. Given the comparatively poor agreement to
these calculated frequencies, it is not possible to be certain
whether the broadening of the previously sharp peak centered
at 2902 cm−1 is a result of the μ2-bonded species that are now
present, or of an increase in the heterogeneity of the
orientations of the μ3-bonded species in the overlayer, or of
a combination of these factors.
Additional small increases in infrared absorption in the high-

coverage phase can be observed in the 1310−1405 cm−1

region: There appears to be a broad increase between 1370
and 1405 cm−1, which may be associated with the vibrations
calculated at 1395 cm−1 for μ3-bonded glycinate (resembling
symmetric stretching of the carboxylate group and the
scissoring deformation of the methylene group) and at 1376
cm−1 for μ2-bonded glycinate (resembling stretching of the C−
C bond and wagging of the methylene group); although the
former vibration did not result in a significant absorption at low
coverages, a reorientation of the previously adsorbed μ3-
bonded species would be consistent with this development in
the high-coverage phase. Small increases between 1310 and
1350 cm−1 are due to a broadening of the low-coverage phase
peak centered at 1335 cm−1, which also indicates an increase in
the heterogeneity of the orientations of the μ3-bonded species
present in the overlayer.
Several of the vibrational modes calculated for μ2-bonded

glycinate are not observed in the experimental RAIR spectra.
The stretching modes of the amine group (calculated at 3446
and 3346 cm−1) are not present, as discussed previously. The
absence of absorptions due to the scissoring deformations of
the amine and methylene groups (calculated at 1520 and 1446
cm−1, respectively) are likely to be a consequence of the
principal axes of the two groups, and hence, the dynamic dipole
moments of the two vibrations, being close to parallel to the
surface. As in the low-coverage phase, the vibrations resembling
twisting of the amine group combined with twisting of the
methylene group and bending of the lower methylene
hydrogen atom, calculated at 1241 and 1140 cm−1, respectively,
are not expected to be RAIRS active. However, the fact that no
absorption is observed around 1275 cm−1 in the high-coverage
phase is somewhat surprising: the vibration calculated at that
frequency resembles stretching of the C−O bond to the
surface-bound oxygen atom (in addition to bending of the
upper methylene hydrogen atom). In the calculated μ2-bonded
geometry, the dynamic dipole moment of this vibration would
be expected to have a significant component perpendicular to
the surface. The absence of this peak may therefore indicate
that the C−O bond lies closer to parallel to the surface than in
the geometry calculated for isolated μ2-bonded glycinate: this
would be due to the interactions (including both repulsive
steric interactions and attractive hydrogen bonding) between
adjacent species in the overlayer.
Figure 9 shows RAIR spectra obtained after progressively

annealing a high-coverage overlayer at increasing temperatures.
At temperatures as low as 350 K, the 1628 cm−1 peak is
observed to have started decreasing in intensity, disappearing
completely at 460 K. Reversion of the previously discussed
peaks at the low-wavenumber end of the spectrum is also
observed from 350 K, with the peaks assigned to μ3-bonded
glycinate sharpening and increasing in intensity. This develop-

Figure 8. (a, b) RAIR spectra obtained after dosing (at 300 K) 1 L
glycine at 3 × 10−9 mbar and 16 L glycine at 1 × 10−8 mbar,
respectively: (c) is the result of subtracting (a) from (b), emphasizing
the changes to the spectrum in the high-coverage phase.
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ment is the reverse of what is observed on dosing glycine at 300
K, at exposures above 1 L. Similarly, LEED (Figure S-5 of the
Supporting Information) also indicates progressive reversion to
the low-coverage phase by 460 K, with the streaking having
disappeared, and the pattern reverting to that indicating a
(2,1;1,2) overlayer arrangement. On annealing above 460 K,
the remaining RAIRS peaks decrease in intensity and the
noninteger spots in the LEED pattern fade. At 480 K, neither
RAIRS nor LEED show any evidence of adsorbed species
remaining on the surface.
Glycine and Alanine on Cu{311} and Cu{110}. In their

work on Cu{110}, Barlow et al.4 assigned RAIRS absorptions
to vibrations of specific functional groups of glycinate by
reference to previous infrared studies of different forms of
glycine; our calculation-based assignments reflect the fact that
the vibrations involve the whole species, rather than being
localized on a single functional group. However, in most cases
there is very good agreement between both the absorption
frequencies and the assignments on the two surfaces, as shown
in Table 2. The only exception regards the absorption observed
at 960 cm−1 on Cu{311}, which we have assigned to a wagging-
like deformation of the C−C−N backbone (calculated at 943
and 946 cm−1 for μ3- and μ2-bonded glycinate, respectively).
Two separate peaks are reported on Cu{110}, at 969 and 945
cm−1 at low coverages, and at 985 and 902 cm−1 at high
coverages. These are assigned respectively to stretching of the
C−C bond and rocking of the methylene group. It is
noteworthy that on Cu{311} at very low exposures, an
absorption at 947 cm−1 can be distinguished from that at 960
cm−1. However, as the two peaks do not develop in the same
manner with increasing coverage, it appears probable that they
are due to species adopting slightly different conformations, as
opposed to different vibrational modes of the same species.
The significant similarity between the RAIR spectra obtained

with increasing exposures of glycine on Cu{311} and Cu{110}
suggests that the adsorbing glycinate moieties adopt similar

bonding configurations on the two surfaces. Our theoretical
calculations indicate that the energy of a glycinate moiety
bonding to the Cu{311} surface through its carboxylate group
only (with the amine group directed away from the surface, as
proposed previously at low coverages on Cu{110})4 would be
prohibitively high: μ3 bonding at low coverages therefore
appears most probable.
The behavior indicated by the RAIR spectra obtained with

increasing exposures of glycine on Cu{311} and Cu{110} at
room temperature is very similar to that indicated by analogous
spectra with enantiopure L-alanine25 and racemic alanine
(Figure S-4 of the Supporting Information) on Cu{311} and
also with the same molecules on Cu{110}:3,19 in all cases, the
carboxylic acid groups of the molecules deprotonate on
adsorption and the resulting anionic species most likely adopt
only μ3 bonding configurations at low exposures, with μ3- and
μ2-bonded species coexisting at high exposures. Despite the
species adopting the same bonding configurations, the nature of
the ordered arrangements formed and the behavior observed
on annealing high glycinate or alaninate coverages differ
significantly on the two surfaces.
In the low-coverage (μ3-only) phase on Cu{311}, the

alaninate or glycinate moieties form well-ordered achiral
(2,1;1,2) arrangements at room temperature.25,26 These low-
coverage arrangements also form on annealing a high coverage
at around 440 K. Although one group has reported the
formation of a poorly ordered (3 × 2) overlayer on dosing
glycine at room temperature on Cu{110} (with a LEED pattern
that sharpens on annealing at 413 K),4 no hint of an ordered
arrangement is observed on dosing alanine at room temper-
ature. Ordered (3 × 2) arrangements have only been reported
on Cu{110} on annealing high coverages of racemic and
enantiopure alaninate at above 358 and 470 K, respectively.19

This difference in behavior can be viewed as a consequence
of the existence of “footprint chirality” for μ3-bonded species
on Cu{110}, and its absence on Cu{311}. Previous studies of
α-amino acid adsorption on copper surfaces have used two
different definitions of footprint for μ3-bonded species: (a) the
triangle defined by the points of contact between the adsorbate
and the surface19 and (b) the triangle defined by the three

Figure 9. RAIR spectra obtained after dosing 4 L glycine at 3 × 10−9

mbar and 300 K, and after subsequently heating the crystal at 1 K s−1

up to the specified temperature, annealing for 2 min, then cooling back
to 300 K.

Table 2. Comparison of the Frequencies of the Absorptions
Present in the RAIR Spectra after Low and High Glycine
Exposures, and the Corresponding Mode Assignments, on
Cu{110}4 and Cu{311}

Cu{110} Cu{311}

frequency
(cm−1) assignment

frequency
(cm−1) assignment

low high 0.9 L 4 L

2906 2910 νa(CH2) 2902 2902 νa(CH2)
2860 2860 νs(CH2) 2860 2856 νs(CH2)

1630 νa(CO2) 1628 ν(CO)
1578 δs(NH2) 1574 1576 νa(CO2) + δs(NH2)
1441 δs(CH2) δs(CH2)

1417 1422 νs(CO2) 1414 1416 δs(CH2) + νs(CO2)
[+ ν(CC) + τ(NH2)]

1332 1320 ω(CH2) 1335 1335 ω(CH2) + νs(CO2)
+ τ(NH2)

1088 1105 ω(NH2) 1097 1097 ω(NH2) + τ(CH2)
1024 ν(CN) 1018 1018 ν(CN)
969 985 ν(CC) 960 960 ω(CCN)

[+ ρ(CH2) + ω(NH2)]
945 902 ρ(CH2)
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surface atoms to which the molecule bonds.2 In this study, we
apply the latter definition, because it facilitates a simplified
analysis based on the different registries of adjacent close-
packed rows on the Cu{110} and Cu{311} surfaces. With that
in mind, when the two carboxylate oxygen atoms bond to
adjacent surface atoms in a close-packed row on Cu{110}, the
amine nitrogen atom can bond to either of two surface atoms in
the next close-packed row; the three copper atoms bonded to
the glycinate or alaninate moiety define chiral right-angled
triangular footprints (Figure 10).19 When the two carboxylate

oxygen atoms bond to adjacent surface atoms in a close-packed
row on Cu{311}, the amine nitrogen atom can only bond to
one surface atom in the next close-packed row; the three
copper atoms bonded to the glycinate or alaninate moiety
define an achiral isosceles triangular footprint (Figure 10).2

For the (3 × 2) structure to form on Cu{110}, the two μ3-
bonded species in the unit cell must adopt mirror-image
(”heterochiral”) footprints (Figure S-8 of the Supporting
Information). For isolated glycinate, the two mirror-image
footprints are energetically equivalent; the same is not true for
alaninate, as the presence of the methyl group makes the two
backbone distortions inequivalent, with L- and D-alaninate
favoring mirror-image footprints.16 The high temperature
annealing required to form the ordered (3 × 2) alaninate
arrangements may be a consequence of the energy barrier that
must be overcome to allow the alaninate moieties to adopt
heterochiral footprints. By contrast, L- and D-alaninate and
glycinate are all expected to favor the same μ3 footprint on
Cu{311}, which allows a (2,1;1,2) arrangement to form readily
at room temperature in all three cases.
In the high-coverage (μ3 and μ2) phase on Cu{311}, the

(2,1;1,2) LEED pattern becomes streaked and STM images
show chirally oriented rows of features: with enantiopure
alanine, the streaking breaks the symmetry of the clean-surface
pattern and the chiral “boundaries” run in one direction;25 with
racemic alanine and glycine, the streaking is symmetric and the

boundaries are in two mirror-image directions.26 It should be
noted that it is possible for alaninate and glycinate to adopt
chiral μ2 footprints (with respect to the underlying surface
symmetry) on both Cu{110}15 and Cu{311}.25 Whereas
chirality in the high-coverage alaninate overlayers may be a
manifestation of the molecular chirality of the adsorbed species,
in the case of glycine on Cu{311}, the mirror-image boundaries
must be a consequence of asymmetry generated on adsorption
of the μ2-bonded species. By contrast, both chiral and achiral
μ2 footprints are possible on Cu{110}: the disorder in the high-
coverage glycinate overlayer (reported in LEED experiments)4

may be a consequence of the adsorbed species adopting up to
five different footprints.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A combination of RAIRS, LEED, and DFT calculations have
been used to investigate the bonding, conformation, and self-
assembly of glycine on Cu{311}. Our RAIRS and DFT results
confirm that, similarly to what is observed on Cu{110},
glycinate can adopt both three-point (μ3) and two-point (μ2)
footprints on Cu{311}, with the nitrogen atom occupying an
atop site on a close-packed row and one or two oxygen atoms
of the carboxylic acid group bonding to copper atoms in an
adjacent row. At low coverages, LEED experiments indicate
that the μ3-bonded glycinate moieties form an achiral (2,1;1,2)
arrangement at room temperature. This is a consequence of the
glycinate species adopting the isosceles μ3 footprint possible on
the Cu{311} surface; in contrast, the different registry of close-
packed rows means that two chiral right-angled μ3 footprints
are possible on Cu{110}. High-coverage RAIR spectra show
the coexistence of μ3- and μ2-bonded glycinate, with some
previously μ3-bonded species changing molecular conforma-
tion. Simultaneous development of streaking in the LEED
pattern indicates restructuring of the self-assembled overlayer
and disorder in two mirror-image directions. This is consistent
with the formation of a racemic mixture of chiral boundaries
between (2,1;1,2) domains: the lack of molecular chirality and
μ3 footprint chirality suggests that chirality in the high-coverage
overlayer must be a consequence of the presence of μ2-bonded
species. The present work has therefore helped to elucidate the
subtle interplay between molecular and footprint chirality on
the breaking of symmetry at surfaces; further work is in
progress to determine the precise adsorbate conformations in
the chiral overlayers.
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TPD data obtained after dosing glycine at 300 K; RAIR spectra
obtained after dosing glycine at 100 K, after dosing glycine at
different pressures at 300 K, and while dosing racemic alanine
at 300 K; LEED patterns obtained after dosing glycine at 300 K
and annealing at higher temperatures; all optimized geometries
calculated for glycinate within (3,3;−1,1) and (2,1;1,2) unit
cells; a schematic diagram of a (3 × 2) arrangement of μ3-
bonded amino acid species adopting heterochiral footprints on
Cu{110}. The Supporting Information is available free of
charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/
acs.jpcc.5b02349.
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Figure 10. Possible μ3 bonding configurations for a simple amino acid
on (a) Cu{110} and (b) Cu{311}. In (a), the red footprints (which
are equivalent to each other) have an enantiomeric relationship with
the blue footprints (also equivalent to each other), and so, the system
exhibits footprint chirality. In (b), as the footprints possess mirror
symmetry, the system does not exhibit footprint chirality. The two
bonding configurations are energetically inequivalent: for isolated
glycinate, the left-hand footprint is calculated to be favored by 0.047
eV (see Figure S-6 of the Supporting Information).
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